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CASOS DE USO

Estas son cinco razones por las que los principales innovadores confían
en nosotros:

1. INSPIRAMOS nuevos productos, servicios y
campañas
2. PREDECIMOS, monitoreamos y validamos la
percepción del consumidor
3. HACEMOS SEGUIMIENTO de la competencia, las
amenazas y las oportunidades
4. ACELERAMOS la innovación y facilitamos el cambio
5. AHORRAMOS tiempo, esfuerzo y dinero

¿CÓMO SACARLE PROVECHO AL
INFORME?
Si está viendo este archivo en modo de presentación, cada ejemplo está enlazado a un artículo
completo, imágenes y, en algunos casos, videos. Conozca más al respecto en el apéndice.
Implicación para el negocio:
Cada Consumer Insight está escrita en términos
de sus implicaciones en múltiples industrias.
Ejemplos con hipervínculos:
Cada uno de los ejemplos de microtendencias
está enlazado a artículos completos e
imágenes.
Demografía y desempeño:
Es posible filtrar mejor los ejemplos y las
Consumer Insights con base en sus necesidades
haciendo ajustes por edad, sexo y región
geográfica.
Patrones y megatendencias:
Comprenda estas Consumer Insights dentro del
contexto de las 18 megatendencias que están
moldeando el mundo, además de los 6 patrones
de oportunidades que le ayudarán a descubrir
ideas innovadoras más rápidamente.

Enlaces en línea:
Cada Consumer Insight contiene un enlace a una
versión en línea, en la cual podrá encontrar hasta
100 ejemplos, imágenes y videos adicionales.
Derechos de autor ©.
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Características especiales y definiciones
Estas son algunas sugerencias útiles para comprender nuestros Consumer Insights. No olvide que
cada imagen está enlazada a un artículo completo, estadísticas y artículos adicionales en línea.
Colores
Estilo de vida
Moda
Arte y diseño
Tecnología
Cultura Pop
Mercadeo
Negocios
Lujo
Ecológico

Diseño

Puntuación

Tipos de contenido

Implicaciones:
Nos esforzamos por descubrir ideas que tengan
implicaciones en múltiples industrias. Quizá se
encuentre observando un calzado hecho a la medida,
pero ¿en qué forma esa personalización impacta su
mundo?

Puntuación general:
Todas las puntuaciones son percentiles (6,9 = percentil 69) y en general son el promedio de
la popularidad, actividad e innovación.

Consumer Insights:
Clústeres de oportunidad
de alto nivel.

Popularidad:
El atractivo general, determinado por la elección de un artículo por parte de las personas,
entre otras opciones en la misma categoría y clústeres, normalizado por la fecha de
publicación.

Listas en clúster:
Recopilaciones completas de
ideas relacionadas, con el
fin de hacerle seguimiento
a las ideas innovadoras.

Actividad:
La cantidad de personas que interactúan con un artículo, incluso si se desplazan por las
imágenes. Por ejemplo, algo como un cupcake de tocino tal vez no sea popular, pero
podría ser lo suficientemente llamativo para compartirlo en las redes.

Ejemplos específicos:
Microtendencias
cuidadosamente
seleccionadas, de modo que no
tenga que invertir demasiado
tiempo buscando.

Ejemplos con hipervínculos:
Si está viendo este archivo en modo de presentación,
puede hacer clic en cualquier ejemplo para abrir un
artículo completo con más conceptos relacionados.
Enlace abierto:
El enlace principal de cada página lo llevará al
artículo completo. Si no ha iniciado sesión, será
dirigido al sitio web sin costo; si inició sesión, será
dirigido a su PRO dashboard.

Innovación:
La novedad relativa de un artículo, que tiene más relevancia en categorías como
Tecnología, a diferencia de Estilo de vida.
Demografía:
La audiencia objetivo de acuerdo con el investigador y no con las estadísticas del sitio.
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Todas las tendencias tienen una puntuación en tiempo real basada en las

elecciones de nuestro grupo focal de 130.000.000 personas

Estadísticas del mobiliario de comercio electrónico dirigido a millennials

Puntuación
9,9

Tendencia: Esta semana, y viral
Investigación: 2.000 clics en 5 días
Interés: 3,9 minutos

Concepto: Amazon Rivet
Relacionados: 90 ejemplos / 69 fotos
Segmento: Neutro, 0-0

Conjunto de comparación: 33 artículos similares, incluidos:
sillas apilables multifuncionales, mobiliario urbano para
ahorrar espacio, y mobiliario multifuncional para millennials.

Informes relacionados: Informe sobre millennials, Informe sobre decoración, Informe sobre bebés, Informe sobre alcobas, Informe sobre la generación Y

POPULARIDAD
PUNTUACIÓN
9,9

ACTIVIDAD

Contenido
PRO

Investigación
personalizada

INNOVACIÓN
Comentarios / Reacciones [+/-]

150.000.000
Personas=Grupo focal gigante
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Cada idea publicada se clasifica en las categorías usando tres criterios demográficos

Desglose demográfico de Trend Hunter
EDAD

De izquierda a derecha:
Entre 0 y 2 años
Entre 3 y 12 años
Entre 12 y 18 años
Entre 18 y 35 años
Entre 35 y 55 años
55 años en adelante

REGIÓN

Esta es una medida de los mercados a los
que está dirigida una tendencia específica.
Son seleccionados por el editor de un
artículo, y no se generan con base en la
ubicación
de
los
lectores
de
TrendHunter.com. Las regiones disponibles
son: América del Norte, Europa, Asia, África
y América del Sur.

SEXO

El anterior desglose representa una
tendencia de género neutro, pero se
inclina ligeramente hacia los
consumidores hombres. Algunas
tendencias pueden indicar un gran
interés de hombres o de mujeres,
pero muchas se encuentran dentro
de este rango medio.
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MARCO DE MEGATENDENCIAS

Todo está relacionado con nuestro marco de megatendencias, lo que le permite
comprender mejor las variaciones importantes y cómo proponer nuevas ideas
ACELERACIÓN

Prosumerismo

CICLICIDAD

Nostalgia

1.
2.
3.
4.

En la actualidad, los consumidores
esperan herramientas y servicios
profesionales, desde la generación
por parte de los usuarios hasta la
cultura maker.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Los buenos recuerdos alimentan el
deseo de revivir el pasado,
especialmente si se trata de los años de
formación.

Catalización

Inteligencia artificial

Naturalidad

Juventud

Las marcas asumieron la
función de acelerar el
desarrollo personal de los
consumidores.

Estamos entrando en una nueva era
transformadora, marcada por un
crecimiento exponencial de los datos, la
robótica y la inteligencia.

El deseo de contar con productos
sostenibles y que contengan
ingredientes locales, orgánicos,
reciclables y conocidos.

Detrás de la jovialidad se esconde el
hecho de que las generaciones no están
listas para crecer, entre ellos los
Boomers que desean una vida más
activa y enriquecida.

REDUCCIÓN

Emprendimiento
instantáneo

REDIRECCIÓN

Tribalismo

1.
2.
3.
4.

Es más fácil que se formen
grupos leales en torno a
intereses, causas e incluso
marcas específicas.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Perfeccionar una sola cosa
Ícono prospectivo
Característica exagerada
Solución reinventada

Especialización
Menos capas + Eficiencia
Crowdsourcing
Suscripción

Los nuevos servicios hacen que
conceptualizar, financiar, lanzar y
comercializar nuevas empresas sea
más fácil que nunca.

Retro + Nostalgia
Generacional
Económico + Por temporada
Ciclos repetitivos

Reenfocar
Revertir
Sorprender
Gamificar

Depuración

Simplicidad

Gamificación

Experiencia

Ofertas, servicios, suscripciones
y recomendaciones
hiperseleccionadas que
simplifican la vida con cosas
mejores.

En un mundo acelerado y
atiborrado sobresale la simplicidad;
el resultado son negocios
enfocados y diseño simple.

La aplicación de las dinámicas
de los juegos a los problemas
del mundo real crea un mundo
más competitivo e interesante.

En un mundo lleno de “cosas”, la
experiencia se convierte en una
prioridad de la vida y un bien más
importante que el dinero.

CONVERGENCIA

Multisensaciones

DIVERGENCIA

Autenticidad

1.
2.
3.
4.

Las experiencias interactivas,
tecnológicas, de realidad aumentada y
realidad virtual aumentan nuestras
expectativas en los campos del
entretenimiento, la comercialización e
incluso la alimentación.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Las redes sociales y la resistencia
ante la publicidad tradicional han
creado un deseo de autenticidad y
realidad.

Cocreación

Hibridación

Personalización

Muchos a muchos

Las marcas, productos, servicios y
clientes crean en conjunto cada
vez más un mundo
interdependiente.

Las fronteras se vuelven cada vez
más borrosas a medida que los
modelos de negocios, productos y
servicios se combinan para crear
conceptos y experiencias únicas.

Las tecnologías de producción en
pequeñas cantidades y los medios de
comunicación más personalizados
crean expectativas de
personalización.

La proliferación en masa de vendedores
y creadores de medios de comunicación
ha reorientado el mundo hacia una
economía de muchos a muchos.

Combinación + Estratificación
Agregar valor
Alianza de marcas + Alineación
Físico + Digital

Personalizar + Adaptar
Status + Pertenencia
Estilo + Convertir en tendencia
Rebelión generacional

“Trend Hunter es un gran recurso porque permite simplificar el caos. En este mundo, hay muchas cosas y
oímos hablar mucho sobre tendencias; pero Trend Hunter nos ayuda a hacerlo más simple y tangible.”
- Gerente de mercadeo y percepción del consumidor

i. Consumer Insights
High-Level Patterns & Examples
Consumer Insights are the crown jewel of Trend Hunter. They are premium, subscriber-only articles based on
clusters of specific examples. Each insight is identified using our crowdsourced, crowd-filtered methodology. We
use a combination of algorithms, consumer data and editorial curation to identify patterns of ideas that score
highly among our audience. Consumer Insights are intended to teach you about creativity in other industries, so
that you can bring unique, high-level creativity to your own brand. Competitive advantage comes not from
closely benchmarking yourself to the developments of your competitor, but by looking for inspiration that can
revolutionize your industry.

Copyright ©.
All Rights Reserved.

Bold Unbranding
Big brands opt for no logos to showcase the weight and relevance of their brand
Implications - As efforts toward greater authenticity and brand loyalty continue to thrive, we're seeing a rise in unbranded, logo-less tactics, often from bigger, more mainstream companies.
Not necessarily looking to move away from heritage or legacy, brands are relying on the iconic imagery, aesthetics or references to their products to connect with consumers. Often satirical
but straightforward, these unbranded examples are serving to create more approachable identities for brands, allowing consumers to better connect with product references, experiences
and emotional connections.

Unbranded Chip Campaigns

Intentionally Brandless Campaigns

The Anti-Ad by Doritos Has No Logo or
Recognizable Brand Name

This Mountain Dew Campaign Cues Inspiration
from Game of Thrones

Ironically Direct Campaigns

Unbranded Home Essential
Collections

no name Launched A Straightforward and Hilarious Campaign

Target's Affordable Homeware Brand Boasts
Over 70 Items

SCORE

POPULARITY

7.1

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 35 EXAMPLES
32,780 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/414152

Copyright ©.
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Bold Unbranding
Big brands opt for no logos to showcase the weight and relevance of their brand

How might you better connect with
consumers through more subtle,
unbranded tactics?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #1 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Scientific Relaxation
Emotional & mental well-being solutions are scientifically backed
Implications - As consumers seek out more transparency in the products they consume, brands are relying more on science-backed data to elevate experiences, particularly around areas of
mental well-being. Supporting meditation apps and online health coaches with neuroscience data and health researchers, brands are not only backing up their claims and solutions with
scientific data, but they’re proactively seeking to ease any inherent worries or hesitations around experiences typically seen as merely a leisurely activity as opposed to proactive health
solution.

Neuroscience-Backed Meditation
Apps
The 'FitMind' App Uses Advanced Techniques
to Help Users Focus

The 'Healthzilla' App Uses Data, Wearables and More to Track Stress

POPULARITY

6.4

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Brightmind Was Created by a Meditation
Teacher & Neuroscience Researcher

Sleep-Coaching Apps

Stress-Analyzing Health Apps

SCORE

Tailored Meditation Apps

PATTERNS

The 'Shleep' App Works as a Science-Backed
Personal Sleep Aid

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 29 EXAMPLES
32,333 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/413057

Copyright ©.
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Scientific Relaxation
Emotional & mental well-being solutions are scientifically backed

How might you better leverage
scientific claims in your products or
services?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #2 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

EQ Education
Early childhood education integrates emotional development to speak to modern needs
Trend - Now that Pro Millennials have reached parenting age, the expectations of the education system are shifting. Millennial parents are more interested in the emotional development of
their children than in past generations. Changes to the education system take time, but for now, small and large businesses alike are developing services to provide young children with
opportunities to develop happiness, self-awareness, and psychological well being.
Insight - The reason why Millennial parents want to see more psychological and emotional development in the formal education system stems from their own experiences navigating the
world today. This generation is statistically one of history's most reportedly anxious generations. As they age into parenthood, they have the will -- and potentially, the power, due to their
large numbers -- to conceptualize and create the kind of world they wanted to grow and learn in for their own children.

Kindness-Focused Elementary
Schools
WeWork Developed an Elementary School
Program Called WeGrow

Personal Happiness-Focused Schools
The Riverbend School Caters to the Needs of Modern Children

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.8

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

Emotional Play-Focused Ads
George at ASDA Launched the 'Built for Their
Imagination' Campaign

School-Friendly Yoga Classes

Tween Mindfulness Activities

'Alo Gives' Brings Yoga and Meditation for Kids
in School

Nebulous Stars Shares Calming, Positive, SkillBuilding Activities

MEGATRENDS

5 FEATURED, 40 EXAMPLES
59,331 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/412652

Copyright ©.
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EQ Education
Early childhood education integrates emotional development to speak to modern needs

How could your brand better
provide emotional growth for your
customer?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #3 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Theatrical Retail
Retailers take cues from the entertainment space
Implications - As the need for up-leveled in-store experiences continues to rise, retailers are looking outside their typical industries for inspiration. More specifically, retailers are looking to
the immersive theater space to inspire their brick-and-mortar strategies. Taking stores to the next level of interactivity with products, services, and bands themselves gives the company a
greater opportunity to make a lasting impression, and allow the consumer to be part of the offerings before even purchasing them.

7.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

The 'London Olympia' Space Will Boast
Multiple Entertainment Venues

The Harry Potter at Hemleys Experience
Celebrates Famous Characters

The House of SHOWFIELDS Merges Art, Retail and Theater

POPULARITY

Rejuvenated Exhibition Spaces

H&M SS19 is Launching with a Three-Day
Theatrical Desert Experience

Wizardly Toy Store Activations

Theatrical Retail Experiences

SCORE

Theatrical Fashion Unveilings

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
60,254 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/410559
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Theatrical Retail
Retailers take cues from the entertainment space

How can you create a more
theatrical purchasing experience for
your consumers?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #4 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Frivolous Recognition
Facial recognition technologies enhance retail and viewing experiences
Trend - As new interpretations of surveillance develop, the potential of facial recognition technology is unpacked with the tech’s adoption in a range of services and experiences across
different industries. From retail to art, brands seek to facilitate customizable and enhanced consumer engagement through a new mode of usage.
Insight - Technology has largely revamped the way consumers think about entertainment and as a result, many look for immersive and elevated experiences that will supersede their
expectations. As individual preferences guide attention, personalization is favored as it presents a hyper-targeted offering that builds on what the consumer likes. A truly customized products
instills a unique sense that speaks to the individual’s desire of being special both in taste and in appearance.

Reflection-Based AI Installations
Ultravioletto Curates a Mirror-Dependent Installation in Spoleto

SCORE

POPULARITY

7.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

Pet-Powered Online Shops

Unstaffed Phone Pop-Up Shops

Pet-Commerce Gives Pets Buying Power with
AI & Facial Recognition

UNBOXED by Singtel is an All-Hours Pop-Up
Store in Singapore

Next-Gen Tech Hotels

Facial Recognition Bar Orders

Alibaba's Flyzoo Future Hotel Offers Biometric
Entry & In-Suite Assistants

DataSparQ Has Created an AI Queue for Bars
to Organize Drink Orders

MEGATRENDS 5 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES
88,623 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/410204
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Frivolous Recognition
Facial recognition technologies enhance retail and viewing experiences

How could your brand use facial
recognition tech in its retail
experience?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #5 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Safe Vape
Vaporizers integrate features that give the user more control over dosing
Implications - Despite the fact that vaporizer companies often position vaping as a safer alternative to smoking, some consumers remain wary
of the long-term effects of vaping. In an effort to respond to their needs, a number of vape brands are integrating features that claim to make
for a more controlled vaping experience. This serves as a reflection of the consumer perception that control can lead to a greater sense of
safety.

HEPA Filtration Smoker Devices

Portable Sleek Flower Vaporizers

The 'JUJU Filter' Eliminates Smoke and Odor
from Smoking

Omura's Series 1 Highlights Sustainability and
Functionality

Dose-Measuring
Vaporizers

E-Cigarette
Tracking Phone
Apps

Harm Reduction Vape Brands

Vape Usage-Tracking Apps

180 Smoke is Innovating the Nicotine and
Cannabis Industries in Canada

PAX Labs Session Control Lets Users Keep an Eye on Intake

SCORE

POPULARITY

6.8

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

6 FEATURED, 42 EXAMPLES
54,185 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/410139
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Safe Vape
Vaporizers integrate features that give the user more control over dosing

How dos the relationship between
control and safety play into your
product or brand experience?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #6 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Cooled Masking
Skincare masks offer temperature-reducing elements
Implications - Skincare-concerned consumers have many DIY options when it comes to using cool items to soothe and reduce inflammation in
the skin, and some brands within this space are adding temperature-reducing benefits into skincare masks to mimic those DIY techniques.
Whether infused with cooling ingredients or applied with naturally cool materials, these masks offer a distinct user experience, as well as the
perception of enhanced efficacy.

5.1

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Lancome's Rose Sorbet Cryo-Mask Soothes
and Refreshes Skin

Boscia's Holographic Facial Mask Boasts a
Cooling Effect

The New K-Glo Face Masks are Made with Hydrating Coconut Juice

POPULARITY

Cryotherapy-Inspired Cooling Masks

GlamGlow's New Coolsheet Face Mask is
Completely Mess-Free

Cryotherapy-Inspired Peel-Off Masks

Coconut Juice Face Masks

SCORE

Drip-Free Sheet Masks

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 35 EXAMPLES
37,506 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/409818
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Cooled Masking
Skincare masks offer temperature-reducing elements

Consider an added experiential
benefit to your product/service.

CONSUMER INSIGHT #7 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Dietary Matchmaking
Brands are using food preferences to pair potential couples
Implications - Matchmaking apps and services are prioritizing users’ dietary habits and favorite foods in order to better curate potential
romantic couplings. The emphasis being placed on pairings that are focused on niche commonalities highlights the consumer desire for more
curated experiences from the lifestyle brands they engage with.

7.0

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Samsung's 'Refrigerdating' Matches People on
the Contents of Their Fridge

'Find Veg Love' is a Dating Service to Connect
You with Other Vegans

PB&J Matches the User with People Based on Food Swipes

POPULARITY

Fridge-Based Dating Apps

Bumble is Matching Dating App Users to Halo
Top Flavors

Vegan Matchmaking Services

Food-Based Dating App Services

SCORE

Matchmaking Dessert Campaigns

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 35 EXAMPLES
16,683 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/409128
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Dietary Matchmaking
Brands are using food preferences to pair potential couples

Consider how your brand could
provide a more curated experience
for your consumers.

CONSUMER INSIGHT #8 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Mixed-Reality Shopping
Mixed-reality in-store experiences enhance engagement
Implications - With experimental shopping spaces increasingly common, some brands in the retail space are prioritizing mixed-reality
experiences for their consumers. This new conception of how purchase journeys can be designed shows how brands can enhance engagement,
particularly Millennials and Gen Z.

The Coty Magic Mirror Launches a Try-On Following Product Interaction

POPULARITY

7.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Experimental AR Apps

Rekorderlig's Mixed-Reality Bar Equips
Drinkers with AR Headsets

Mozilla's WebXR Viewer Lets Users Create and
Experience AR

Holographic Mall Concierges

Mixed-Reality Makeup Mirrors

SCORE

Mixed-Reality Cider Bars

PATTERNS

Mall of America's High-Tech Concierge Offers
Personalized Assistance

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
44,098 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/408065
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Mixed-Reality Shopping
Mixed-reality in-store experiences enhance engagement

Conceptualize a mixed-reality retail
experience.

CONSUMER INSIGHT #9 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Color-Blocked Retail
Retailers use vivid colors to give the impression of experiential design
Implications - Retail and pop-up spaces are using blocked, vivid colors in order to draw consumers into their locations. The strategic use of
bright colors allows brands an affordable way to give off the impression of experiential retail designs, without having to create interactive
experiences in order to engage visitors.

Rebalancing Beverage Pop-Ups
'Recess IRL' is a Temporary Space to Enjoy
CBD-Infused Beverages

LG's Café OLED in New York City Shares Tinted
Lattes & Colorful Pastries

STORY at Macy’s Encourages Exploration Through Color

POPULARITY

8.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

The Ritz-Carlton and Givenchy Collaborate on a
Pink Pop-Up

Color-Centric Cafes

Color-Coordinated Shop-in-Shops

SCORE

Promotional Afternoon Tea
Gatherings

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
143,282 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/407370
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Color-Blocked Retail
Retailers use vivid colors to give the impression of experiential design

How could your brand better
employ color to draw customers in?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #10 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Branded Webisode
Brands create original online content to create immersive storytelling
Implications - Getting into the content space, brands are turning to YouTube videos and webisodes to better prompt consumer engagement. Going beyond product placement or tutorials,
brands are opting for storytelling techniques to create narratives around lifestyle habits, social issues and cultural sentiments not only tied to the brand itself but to the consumers they
support. Such creative storytelling techniques not only highlight a willingness by brands to experiment on different platforms, but a dedication to provide content and experiences beyond
solely product consumption.

L'Oréal Paris' 'The Roots Family' Series Shares Remedies for Gray Roots

POPULARITY

4.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Healthy Food Webseries

'La Vida Comida' Employs Latin-American Chef
Jose Garces

Panera Bread's 'Food Interrupted' Showcases
Dedicated Food Makers

Short-Form Coming-of-Age Series

Hair-Centric Webseries

SCORE

Inspirational Cooking Web Series

PATTERNS

göt2b's 'Turning the Tables' Targets Millennial
& Gen Z Viewers

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES
31,491 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/405263
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Branded Webisode
Brands create original online content to create immersive storytelling

How can you utilize storytelling
techniques, particularly online, to
better connect and engage with
your consumers?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #11 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Branded Adventure
Brands adopt interactive gaming experiences to entice consumers
Implications - Seeking to add more engaging moments to the retail experience, brands are adopting interactive gaming elements as means to prompt excitement. Creating intrigue even prior
to being on-site, these branded games and online adventures go beyond simply offering loyalty points or promotions, rather, they help create playful moments, interactions and instill brand
presence among consumers who might not necessarily be as engaged. These examples not only speak to the rise of branded engagements, but the importance to convey brand voice and
presence at various points in the consumer purchasing journey.

'Gravy Live' Uses an 'HQ Trivia' Format to Help Brands Sell Products

POPULARITY

7.1

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Convenience Retailer AR Quests

No Frills' Branded Video Game Lets Players
Earn Real Loyalty Points

7-Eleven is Promoting Pokémon: Detective
Pikachu with Experiences

Gamified Sneaker Experiences

Gamified Retail Apps

SCORE

Rewarding Grocery Games

PATTERNS

'Reactland' Expresses the "Bounce" of the Nike
'Epic React' Style

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
48,558 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/404207
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Branded Adventure
Brands adopt interactive gaming experiences to entice consumers

If you were to create a mobile game
with your brand as the focus, what
would that look like?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #12 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

VR Casino
VR allows the casino experience become a personalized immersion
Implications - There has always been a very distinct divide between physical and online casinos due to the lack of atmosphere only available in
the brick and mortar setting. With the utilization of VR, brands now have the ability to bridge that gap by creating immersive experiences
targeting specific audiences. This shift highlights that by using VR, it's possible to create curated experiences that appeal to different types of
consumers.

4.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Didsbury Casino's Ultimate VR Driving
Experience is Immersive

Pokerstars VR Supplies Virtual Players with a
More Engaging Experience

The Orleans Hotel and Casino's Virtual Zone is Interactive

POPULARITY

Interactive Casino Driving Games

Perilous Orbit's Latest VR Project is an
Immersive Casino Experience

Immersive VR Poker Games

Immersive Tech Casinos

SCORE

Virtual Casino Social Clubs

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 25 EXAMPLES
22,825 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/403193
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VR Casino
VR allows the casino experience become a personalized immersion

How could your brand utilize VR to
personalize your product offering?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #13 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Behavioral Installation
Tech allows artwork to better tap into viewers' emotional responsiveness
Trend – The adoption of emotion-responsive technology in exhibitions is prompting audiences to contribute to the art pieces. Whether incorporating facial-recognition technology or
movement and behavioral responsiveness, these installations curate a personalized gallery experience where the artwork mirrors the viewer's state of mind.
Insight – The incorporation of behavior-responsive technology into art installations comes as institutions and artists within this space seek out ways to appeal to Millennial and Gen Z
consumers. Since consumers within these demographics respond better to immersive and experiential purchase journeys, responsive art is able to facilitate more intimate interactions and
relationships with those who observe it.

7.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

R Luke Dubois & Zach Lieberman's Piece is
Somewhat Dystopian

David Carson & Thijs Biersteker Produce
Interactive Responsive Art

Ozel Office's Tech Artwork is Tech-Driven and Interactive

POPULARITY

Facial Recognition Tech Installations

The Samsung Installation in Milan Depends on
the Audience

EEG-Dependent Art Installations

Shape-Shifting Robotic Sculptures

SCORE

Immersive Behavioral Installations

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 28 EXAMPLES
105,136 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/402926
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Behavioral Installation
Tech allows artwork to better tap into viewers' emotional responsiveness

What is a behavior-based activity or
installation that could benefit your
business?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #14 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Rewarded Action
Brands are requiring customers to participate in tasks before they are rewarded
Trend - Brands are encouraging consumers to participate in various tasks and experience before they are granted access to the products and services being featured. This type of action
diverts the consumer's attention from being "sold to," to being interacted with. Furthermore, it highlights a shift toward the "attention economy," wherein experience is as valuable as money.
Insight - This idea of experience-as-currency is directly linked to the evolution of social media, and the subsequent redefinition of "value." Regular social media users view every "like" on a
post as a prize or currency exchange. A piece of their life and the things they experience–be it a photo of themselves on Instagram, or a status post about their day on Facebook–is given in
exchange for approval. This focus on how the intangible is starting to impact consumers' view of value beyond social media, and into their real lives.

Transportation-Friendly Recycling
Schemes
+ Ricicli + Viaggi Exchanges Plastics for Metro
Rides

Rebellious Sport-Related Contests
Volvo's Super Bowl Contest Prompts One Not to Watch the Event

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

Snowy Takeout Experiences
Taco Bell Canada Created the World's First
Slide-Thru Takeout Window

Remote Fast Food Drive-Thrus

Fantasy Blood Donation Campaigns

Popeyes' '12-Hr Drive Thru' Spotlights Its 12Hour Marinated Chicken

'Bleed for the Throne' Asks Game of Thrones
Fans to Donate Blood

MEGATRENDS

5 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES
32,291 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/398318
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Rewarded Action
Brands are requiring customers to participate in tasks before they are rewarded

How could your brand better utilize
the attention economy?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #15 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Shareable Selfie
Brands adopt innovative photo opportunities at events to boost social presence
Implications - Helping give a bigger social media boost to branded events, companies are investing in innovative alternatives to classic photo
booths in the context of marketing activations. Aside from providing a memorable experience, this allows brands to also align themselves with
innovative technology while boosting their online reach.

Cupcake Vineyards is Sharing 'The Frozie' Featuring Selfies at Coachella

POPULARITY

6.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Roving Robotic Event Photobooths

The Guinness 'STOUTie' Lets Consumers
Customize Dark Beer with a Picture

The 'Selfiebot' Interacts with Guests to
Capture Experiences

Extravagant Dessert Milkshakes

Personalized Frozen Wines

SCORE

Personalized Selfie Pints

PATTERNS

These Over-the-Top Shakes Support the
Creation of "Sweet Selfies"

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES
58,460 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/396838
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Shareable Selfie
Brands adopt innovative photo opportunities at events to boost social presence

How could you provide consumers
with a more shareable experience?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #16 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

All-in-One Retail
Businesses focus on providing a multitude of products and services in one place
Implications - Brands are taking the one-stop-shop format to the next level by offering consumers easier ways to plan, access and complete all their necessary shopping needs in one go.
Tapping in-store offerings as well as online apps, brands are realizing the importance of convenience when it comes to consumer experiences, and with that, are combining often different
experiences to become one unique activity. From retail destinations that give you all your wedding necessities to branded apps that combine online loyalty programs with in-store
functionalities, these examples not only offer convenience, but speaks to the growing desire for customized experiences among consumers.

6.1

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Nation's Experience Offers Grocery, Dining and
VR Entertainment

The New Sunoco App Handles Payment,
Rewards and More

Sainsbury’s Superstore Features an Experimental Format

POPULARITY

Supermarket Entertainment Centers

Zola's NYC Store Helps Couples Plan a
Wedding in Under an Hour

All-in-One Gas Station Apps

Supermarket-Department Stores

SCORE

One-Stop Wedding Planning Shops

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
43,478 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/395642
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All-in-One Retail
Businesses focus on providing a multitude of products and services in one place

In what ways could your brand
customize your product or service
experience to be more convenient
and aligned to their needs and
rituals?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #17 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Rapid Translate
Translation tools adopt the cues that can be difficult with traditional options
Implications - New languages can be difficult to master without the experience of living where those languages are spoken, for the fact that
there are various slang terms and cues that are more difficult to pick up on without being immersed in them. New translation tools, however,
are aiming to tackle this fact – with various functions that allow users to learn and speak new languages more authentically, speaking to the
advanced learning that smart technology has allowed consumers.

AI-Powered Translators
The JoneR Pro Translator Offers Two-Way
Communication in 45 Languages

'Polyword' Gives Translations of Objects Using
Image Recognition

'SignAll' is Working to Create Real-Time Translation Possible

POPULARITY

3.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

'Flowlingo' Helps You Learn a Language More
Organically

Image-Based Translation Apps

Sign Language Translation Platforms

SCORE

Content Immersion Language
Platforms

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 34 EXAMPLES
20,400 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/391491
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Rapid Translate
Translation tools adopt the cues that can be difficult with traditional options

What are some seemingly small
avenues through which your brand
could make your customer
experience more authentic?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #18 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Unboxing 2.0
The ritual of unboxing evolves with the use of tech and online media
Implications - A common online ritual, fans of various products and services have been filming their unboxing experiences for a while now. With the proliferation of new technology and online
engagement, we’re seeing a shift in this realm with more immersive, high-tech unboxing experiences. From the use of AR technology to voice-activated features, consumers and brands are
getting in on the action to create more interactive, multisensory versions of traditional unboxing activities. This speaks to the familiarity around socializing products but in a way that is much
more interactive in nature.

adidas' Deerupt Sneaker Can Be Discovered Online with a Virtual Reveal

POPULARITY

5.4

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Digital Unboxing Experiences

FabFitFun Live is a QVC-Style Show for Its
Subscription Box Contents

Foot Locker's Snapchat Unboxing Lens Helps
Fans Discover New Shoes

Imaginative Unboxing Ads

AR Unboxing Experiences

SCORE

Subscription Box Live Shows

PATTERNS

LEGO's Shake Up Imagination Ad Plays on the
Idea of Shaking Holiday Gifts

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 35 EXAMPLES
77,046 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/389773
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Unboxing 2.0
The ritual of unboxing evolves with the use of tech and online media

What type of rituals do your
consumers have with your
products/services right now? How
could you make that more
experiential with the use of AR or
other tech?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #19 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Exercise Eco
Indoor gyms adopt natural elements to enhance users' surroundings
Implications - Companies that offer indoor gyms or fitness classes are beginning to incorporate elements of nature into their designs, whether
those include trees and plants, or fitness sessions with animals. These experiences cater to consumers seeking to tackle their health in a way
that avoids the banalities of exercising, enhancing the efficacy of their workouts as a result.

Those Who Workout at 'Terra Hale' Generate Energy to Feed into the Grid

POPULARITY

5.6

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Energy-Recycling Eco Gyms

M FITNESS Combines Its Workout Area with a
Jogging Track

'Sacramento Eco Fitness' Uses Treadmills to
Help Power Its Facilities

Goat Yoga Sessions

Eco Human-Powered Gyms

SCORE

Field-Integrated Fitness Spaces

PATTERNS

Denver International Airport Opened a 'Zen
Room' with Goats to Relax Travelers

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 53 EXAMPLES
98,011 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/384144
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Exercise Eco
Indoor gyms adopt natural elements to enhance users' surroundings

How could your brand incorporate
more natural or experiential
elements into the products, services
or campaigns it offers?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #20 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Accessible Mixology
The practice of making high quality cocktails is increasingly attainable
Implications - The rise of at-home drinking among Millennials has brought on a surge of mixology apps that allow users to craft quality cocktails.
These apps indicate the continued rise of artisan food and beverage culture, and cater to the consumer desire for DIY experiences that allow
them to replicate the products and services they typically purchase in-store.

4.8

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Lush is a Cocktail Application with a Large
Menu of Drink Recipes

The 'Mixel' App Lets You Add in the
Ingredients You Have on Hand

7UP's Digital Bartender App Shares Easy-to-Follow Drink Recipes

POPULARITY

User-Friendly Drink Mixing Apps

Emilien Jaury's 'Witt' Collection is Designed for
Precise Mixing

Customized Mixology Apps

Soda Mixology Apps

SCORE

Alchemical Cocktail Sets

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 56 EXAMPLES
87,596 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/382610
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Accessible Mixology
The practice of making high quality cocktails is increasingly attainable

How can your brand incorporate DIY
culture into its products/services?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #21 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

ii. Specific Examples
Relevant Ideas & Case Studies
Micro-Trends are unique examples of innovation which have been featured on Trend Hunter. A micro-trend might
be a newly released product or service, but in many cases, the idea is something that has not been commercially
released. Our database includes several hundred thousand articles of micro-trends, spanning thousands of
topics, so make sure to filter your topics at: TrendHunter.com/dashboard-tool

Copyright ©.
All Rights Reserved.

Curated Gift Boutiques
Boots' Bootiques Offer Gift Ideas for People Who are Hard to Buy for
To simplify the lives of shoppers this holiday season, Boots is
launching hyper-targeted Bootiques that share curated gift ideas for
specific types of people. The curated shopping experiences make it
easier to settle on purchases for people who are vegan, have trouble
getting to sleep at night, fitness buffs, tweens or even romantic
partners who are difficult to shop for.
The curated products will be displayed in Boots stores across the UK,
as well as dedicated pop-ups in London specifically on the themes of
Love, Sleep and Tweens.
Online, Boots is complementing the in-person holiday shopping
experiences with a Build your own Bootique tool that helps people to
quickly and easily assemble a gift request list that can be shared with
family and friends.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
4,672 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/417167
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Web-Inspired Pop-Up Concepts
Made Thought is "a Website That Exists in the Form of a Pop-Up Shop"
The Made Thought store in London introduces an unconventional
pop-up concept that was imagined as "'a website that exists' in the
form of a pop-up shop." Design Studio Made Thought set up the popup as an experimental shop of the future that borrows elements from
digital experiences. Inside the shop, visitors will find editorial articles,
installations and a variety of products made from responsible
materials.
Knowing that consumers crave experiences more than products,
Made Thought created an engaging space that showcases its design
portfolio and makes items available for purchase in an interesting way
that inspires true connection with the physical environment and
goods on display.
The Made Thought pop-up is divided into three spaces, including a
basement that's regularly transformed in partnership with different
brands.

By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

9.6

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
5,419 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/417141
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Virtual Holiday Pop-Ups
Kohl's Holiday Pop-Up Lets Snapchat Users Experience the Event
This season, a Kohl's Holiday Pop-Up has launched in New York City
and targeted Snapchat users will be able to experience the event from
afar through a portal lens on the social platform. The Snapchat portal
lens invites app users into a 3D version of the event space and gives
them the ability to shop the featured products. Virtually, Snapchat
users are also able to pose with a Vera Wang avatar in the Simply Vera
Vera Wang shop.
Kohl's is also introducing other social experiences for the holidays,
including an activation on Twitter for same-day, on-demand product
deliveries and Pincodes on Pinterest on in-store signage that can be
scanned to quickly access Kohl's Pinterest board.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

7.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
1,337 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/417137
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Next-Gen Mobile Marketplaces
The Tmall Flagship Store 2.0 is Tech-Powered, Interactive & Engaging
Alibaba Group's online marketplace called the Tmall Flagship Store 2.0
offers a glimpse into the way more personalized experiences will be
offered for consumers. On the front page of the store, consumers will
see items that they are likely to purchase, as determined by
algorithms that are also useful for sharing cash-back promotions and
vouchers—saving savvy shoppers a task that they would ordinarily do
on their own.
The next-gen mobile store also tailors the content it shows in different
ways, as some consumers prefer to shop after viewing short videos
and others prefer the interactive, real-time quality of livestreams.
Shoppers will also be able to make the most of augmented reality
tools to virtually try out products or get a better look at them in 3D.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

7.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
9,673 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/417006
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AI-Powered Beauty Kiosks
Sally Beauty is Enhancing the In-Store Experience with ColorView AI Tech
Committing to a new hair color can be an experience that requires a
leap of faith but Sally Beauty is helping to make shoppers feel secure
about their decisions with new in-store beauty kiosks and an app
experience powered by artificial intelligence. With its ColorView AI
Technology, Sally Beauty invites people to "color before you commit"
and virtually try on a hair color before they even purchase a product.
ColorView helps consumers refine their preferences and goals, and
determines suggested shades that can be tried on with augmented
reality in real-time. With facial recognition, facial mapping and realtime biometric tracking, the technology creates an experience that's
life-like, giving consumers a realistic idea of what it might be like to
use products from brands like Arctic Fox, Wella and Good Dye Young.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

8.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
17,206 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/416879
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Coffee Pickup Shops
The 'Starbucks Pickup' Concept Supports the Mobile Ordering Experience
A small-scale Starbucks location called 'Starbucks Pickup' is coming to
New York City and it sets itself apart with a unique look that's free
from menu boards and food cases. Notably, the location won't even
be selling merchandise or whole bean coffee, as the store is almost
entirely dedicated to supporting the mobile ordering experience. The
Starbucks Pickup–Penn Plaza location gives consumers all the choices
as usual with the Starbucks app but offers a streamlined experience
for city living. Within the 1,000 square foot location, there's a digital
board that indicates when an order is ready.

Although the location supports a mobile-first experience, customers
will still be able to have their orders taken by baristas and traditional
payment options will be available on the site.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

9.8

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
2,656 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/416875
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Interactive Perfume Pop-Ups
The Experimental Perfume Club Lets Visitors Create Unique Scents
Selfridges and the Experimental Perfume Club are launching an
interactive perfume pop-up experience that gives visitors the chance
to create their own scent from over 50,000 possible customized
combinations. To keep the possibilities from feeling overwhelming,
the Layers app uses an algorithm to narrow down suggestions based
on a shopper's personal preferences. Once three fragrance
combinations have been determined, customers have the chance to
see their custom blend come to life in-store with the Fragrance
Curator.

With this interactive experience, consumers are able to create the
bespoke fragrance of their dreams in a unique setting with the aid of
technology. The pop-up also offers a refill fountain, so that a
personalized fragrance can be replenished without packaging waste at
a reduced cost.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

8.8

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
20,072 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/416727
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Expanding Bitcoin-Supporting Apps
The Fold App Makes Crypto Payment Possible Online and IRL
Crypto payment is gaining traction as the process is introduced as an
option for e-commerce check-out and in-store purchases. A pioneer
that is driving this innovation is 'Fold.' As a mobile application, the
platform supports Bitcoin's Lightning Network. In 2019, the business
expanded vastly and the company introduced a fiat currency payment
option.
Users who wish to experience and get more confident with crypto
payment can now do so by simply synchronizing their credit card or
Lightning wallet. To increase engagement for this new form of
exchanging currency for goods, 'Fold' enables users to "stack sats." For
those who are not familiar with Bitcoin, this means that when paying
with Bitcoin or fiat currency, consumers can accumulate satoshis -- the
smallest fraction of a Bitcoin that can currently be sent.
Photo Credits: Shutterstock
By: Kalina Nedelcheva

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.5

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
1,852 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/416244
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Online Toy-Testing Hubs
KidHQ's Interactive Video Experiences Reinvent Holiday Shopping
KidHQ shares interactive video experiences for kids from Walmart,
Mattel and more. Kids are introduced to the toy-testing experience by
Ms. Bartlesby, a talking poodle and the Chief Fun Officer who invites
kids to select their own job title from options like Play Pioneer,
Funfluencer or Awesomeness Agent. From there, the interactivity only
continues, as kids have the ability to choose to step into different
"floors" like the Walmart Toy Lab and the Barbie Dream Floor.
By taking on the role of a toy tester, kids are able to discover the
season's hottest toys and can play using the Funtroller. At the end of
the experience, which can be used for holiday shopping, kids are able
to submit their finished Toy Report to help their parents discover the
gifts they'd like to receive. On the floor for "Grown Ups Only," parents
are able to easily place purchases from Walmart.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

8.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
2,902 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/415350
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VR-Powered Cannabis Experiences
Irisa is Disrupting the Cannabis Retail Space with Virtual Reality
Even a year after legalization, there are many questions surrounding
the cannabis experience and many brands have been addressing this
online and in-stores through interactive and educational initiatives.
One of the most cutting-edge examples of this category comes from
Irisa. The company is launching a one-of-a-kind VR cannabis
experience that will display to customers "what cannabis feels like -before they actually try it."
The interactive initative is modeled after Irisa's four product lines:
'Moon,' 'Stars,' 'Earth,' and 'Sun.' It incorporates a Wireless Oculus
Headset, pre-loaded software, and optional Sage essential oils. The
virtual reality cannabis experience program will start on October 14th
and will run for four weeks at 20 shops across Canada.
The tech-powered interactive campaign has been launched in
partnership with Scratch Marketing.
Photo Credits: Irisa
By: Kalina Nedelcheva

SCORE

POPULARITY

9.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
9,256 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/414873
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Language-Free Concept Stores
Lush Japan Launched a New Language-Free Store in the Shinjuku
Lush Japan recently announced the launch of the new language-free
concept store in the Shinjuku district. The new store caters to the
international market to allow customers from all over to experience
the retail store without needing words. The store boasts a variety of
digital functions in place of words including interactive walls with appcontrolled lighting to help shoppers find their desired product.
"Shinjuku represents the ultimate version of what we want from a
shop. Importantly, it was the first time our tech warriors and brand
and shop design teams collaborated to create a retail space in a digital
age," stated Adam Goswell, a Tech R&D manager at Lush Japan. The
new store is also the biggest Lush retailer in Asia and spreads over
four floors.
By: Grace Mahas

SCORE

POPULARITY

9.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
8,242 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/414706
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Simplified Wedding Wardrobes
Amsale's 360-Degree Wedding Wardrobe Has Complete Wedding Day Styles
Knowing that brides often feel overwhelmed and face decision fatigue
when it comes to planning and styling a wedding, Amsale is aiming to
support women by offering options for assembling a complete
wedding wardrobe. The brand's collections are designed to dress not
just the bride but also her most special guests, making it easy to style
a wedding in a single place. As well as offering a variety of outfit styles,
the brand also supports brides with online and in-store concierge
styling services.
For the unveiling of its 360-degree wedding wardrobe at Bridal
Fashion Week, Amsale invited guests to become part of an interactive
experience where everyone had a front seat to see the collection's
unveiling. In all, five collections were revealed: Amsale, Nouvelle
Amsale, Little White Dress, Amsale Bridesmaids and Amsale Evening—
a new collection for cocktails and social occasions.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

7.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
4,652 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/414645
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Bespoke Plus-Size Wedding Dresses
Haute & Co. Bridal Provides Plus-Size Wedding Gown Customization
Haute & Co. Bridal is exclusively a luxury, plus-size bridal retailer and it
has expanded its assortment of plus-size wedding gowns and
matching veils that can be customized by its clients. With a
Customized Wedding Gown appointment, brides are able to begin
building the look of their dreams alongside the retailer. Online or
during an in-store appointment, customers are able to begin by
choosing a silhouette and make changes to the sleeves, bodice, color
and more. After a bride has settled on a decision about her wedding
dress, the look will be ready for try-ons and alterations after a period
of six months.
As Haute & Co. Bridal founder Shannelle Armstrong Fowler describes,
""Our curvy and plus-size brides now have the option to have a
reputable designer create their customized wedding gown. We now
have the technology to deliver a customized wedding gown that will
bring our brides vision to life through an in-store experience she can
trust."

By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
10,257 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/413042
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Immersive Footwear Flagships
PUMA's NYC Flagship Shares Customization, Interactivity & Experience
PUMA's newly opened NYC flagship store is the first of its kind in
North America from the brand and introduces visitors to a cuttingedge experience that combines a unique shopping experience with
sports engagement zones, a customization studio and digitally
connected offerings. The NYC store spans 18,000 square feet of space
and two floors, providing plenty of space for fans to personalize their
apparel, accessories and footwear at the PUMA x YOU customization
studio, explore 3D knitting, laser printing and see collaborations from
artists and designers.

In-store, consumers will also be able to virtually race the streets of
New York City by strapping themselves into a professional-grade F1
racing simulator, view products with the iMirror and enjoy an NBA2K
gaming experience.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

8.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
8,502 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/411977
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Life-Coaching Styling Sessions
The Changing Room by T.J.Maxx Pairs Styling & Life Coaching
After launching the first phase of The Maxx You Project, T.J.Maxx is
introducing personalized In-Store Changing Room Experiences that
combine styling with life coaching. The In-Store Changing Room
Experience tour is kicking off in New York City with Lance Bass, body
positive fashion model Africa Miranda and wellness entrepreneur
Danika Brysha.
For a limited time this August and September, women who are
interested in participating in the experience can enter for their chance
to win an hour-long session with the life-coach and stylist duo, and in
all, 98 women will be selected to participate.
Knowing that one's sense of style and the way people express their
individuality through clothing will change over time, T.J.Maxx aims to
help women evolve and explore different paths of possibility.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.5

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
17,003 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/411738
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Convenient App-Only Checkouts
7-Eleven Mobile Checkout in NYC Helps Customers Skip the Line
With the busy New Yorker in mind, 7-Eleven is now introducing Mobile
Checkout for a next-level convenience that allows shoppers to
completely skip the line and pay for in-store purchases right from the
7-Eleven app. Additionally, the seamless checkout experience is
integrated into the 7Rewards loyalty program, which makes it easy for
customers to earn and redeem points or take advantage of any special
in-store promotions.
For a limited time, those in New York where this new feature is
available can take advantage of an introductory offer that provides up
to $5 off a user's first transaction with 7-Eleven Mobile Checkout.
Naturally, some products that are sold in the convenience store—such
as age-restricted items—will still require shoppers to go to a cashier
for assistance.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

6.0

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

7 RELATED
8,292 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/411063
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D2C Product Shops
Re:store Familiarizes Consumers with Online Brands in a Tangible Setting
Re:store is a San Francisco-based retail space and collaboration hub
that bills itself as a place for consumers to "discover online brands
IRL." While the convenience of online shopping is undoubted, the fact
still remains that many consumers prefer in-store experiences where
they can get to know products in person with their own senses. As
such, Re:store is setting itself apart as a destination to units
consumers with Instagram-famous products in an inspiring,
community-based space.
The newly opened Re:store is currently working with a curated list of
direct-to-consumer brands, including wellness brand Dirty Lemon,
Thinx, Boy Smells and Andy Spade’s Sleepy Jones. Within the tangible
space, each start-up has its own area within Re:store's next-gen
"scroll-to-stroll" experience.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Novelty Sock Vending Machines
The Sock Spot's Automated Retail Units Make It Fun to Purchase Socks
Novelty sock retailer The Sock Spot now has a vending machine in the
Westfield San Francisco Centre that shares a selection of more than
40 styles from different brands. In keeping with The Sock Spot's CEO
Ben Williams' passion for selling socks in a fun way, the automated
retail units offer a "unique, online-esque experience to brick and
mortar."
The retail unit boasts an easy-to-use touchscreen interface and adopts
a cashless model that allows people to seamlessly pay with a mobile
device or a credit card. While traditional vending machines force
people to make a single purchase at a time, this innovative unit from
The Sock Spot has an add-to-cart feature for shopping for more than
one pair of novelty socks at a time.
The Sock Spot is preparing to launch even more machines to bridge
the gap between online and offline shopping.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Virtual Beauty Mirrors
Douglas' Interactive Beauty Mirror Lets Customers Virtually Try Products
German retailer Douglas is enhancing the in-store experience by
offering interactive beauty mirrors that give consumers the power to
virtually try on different products, color cosmetic shades and makeup
looks in an instant. While the first beauty mirrors of their kind from
Douglas were implemented in Dusseldorf, the AI-powered mirrors can
now be found within stores across Germany, Austria, Italy, Poland and
the Netherlands. Consumers who are not in these regions may also
access the interactive tools on the official Douglas app, as well as save
and share their created looks with others online.

With the Douglas Beauty Mirror, consumers are able to preview
products from more than 1,000 brands, including IT Cosmetics, Urban
Decay, YSL Beauté, Armani Beauty and others.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Mobile In-Store Printers
Epson's Mobilink P80 Mobile Printer Helps to Secure the Return Customer
At RetailNOW 2019, Epson America will be showcasing solutions to
secure the "return customer" and streamline the in-store experience.
One of the technologies that will be featured at the show includes the
compact TM-m30 receipt printer and Mobilink P80 mobile printer,
which are attached to a belt clip to allow staff the freedom to print
receipts anywhere in the store.
As many retail stores move away from traditional, space-consuming
checkout stations and return kiosks, they are instead embracing onthe-go technologies that can be used with just as much ease as a
pocket-sized mobile device. To encourage repeat business from return
customers, especially within brick-and-mortar spaces, retailers are
adopting in-store solutions that prioritize the same level of ease as an
online shopping experience.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Immersive Digital Retail Experiences
Green Room and PUMA Launched a New City Store Experience
Green Room and Puma have partnered to launch an all-digital
experiential element for its newest City Store in Manchester. The
launch arrived just in time for PUMA's new partnership with
Manchester City and was inspired by the city's vibrant and diverse
culture.
The event includes four areas: "windows and external facade graphics,
a giant landing zone on the ground floor, an interactive boot wall and
the stairwell and lift zone." The store has been transformed with large
vinyl wraps that attract individuals at key transportation links as they
approach the stadium.
The experiential event will focus on new touch screen games that fans
can play in-store, including 'Home kit,' 'Away Kit,' 'Customization,' and
'Predict the Game.' This dynamic store experience will sure to garner
consumer loyalty and tribalism.
By: Grace Mahas
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In-Store Chocolate 3D Printers
Cadbury Introduced a High-Tech Activation for World Chocolate Day
World Chocolate Day falls on July 7th and to celebrate, beloved
confectionary company Cadbury launched a special interactive
campaign — one that features customization and an innovative milk
chocolate 3D printer. The activation is hosted in the Myer Chadstone
department store in Melbourne and the high-tech machine will be
available to consumers throughout the month of July.
Shoppers have the opportunity to personalize their own chocolate
charms. A set of two is priced at $ 8 AUD, while a set of four is $15
AUD. The milk chocolate 3D printer has the ability to generate
beautifully intricate and custom designs, including "letters, shapes and
iconic Australian symbols like kangaroos and thongs." This
personalization-forward opportunity is not only a delightful
experience but also makes for a wonderful and thoughtful gift.
Photo Credits: Mondelēz [continued online]
By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Cashless Convenience Stores
7-Eleven's Scan and Go Lets Customers Pay for Purchases by Smartphone
Powered by scan-and-go technology, 7-Eleven launched a completely
cashless and cardless concept store in Australia that lets shoppers
complete transactions by using their smartphone. Naturally, the
shopping experience relies on the use of an app and thanks to the fact
that it is cashless, the design of the store has no physical counter for
checking out goods—freeing up more valuable in-store space for
additional products.
To begin shopping, customers create an in-app user profile with a
selfie that's linked to a credit card. With this information in place,
consumers are able to scan their own items and experience a
shopping experience that could have them in and out of the store in a
matter of minutes.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Live Shopping Apps
HelpJess Connects Consumers to Brick-and-Mortar Retail Staff
HelpJess is now introducing itself to the world as a first-of-its-kind live
shopping video experience. While there are many live shopping apps
that help to connect consumers to one another, or to other retailers
online, HelpJess converges the convenience of personal shopping with
live video chat and the brick-and-mortar experience.
The experience promises "a paradigm-shifting model" for merchants,
offering them a unique way to offer the best of both online and offline
sales channels. With HelpJess' patented interactive video solution,
consumers can virtually make face-to-face connections with in-store
staff and make purchases with ease at no additional cost of using the
service.
According to HelpJess inventor Simon La Barrie, "There’s a lot of
chatter around struggling brick-and-mortar stores. We’ve got their
backs by bridging a connection between in-store purchase and online
reach and convenience.”

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Social Media-Friendly Beauty Shops
Boots' Beauty Concept Shop Has an On-Site YouTube Studio
Boots' beauty concept shop introduces a social media-friendly
experience that's aimed at attracting Millennial and Gen Z shoppers.
The concept store in London boasts an expansive product selection
from 300 beauty brands, plus its own on-site YouTube studio. At the
beauty store's Instagram zone, consumers can take a selfie or even
make the most of the resources available on the premises to film their
own makeup tutorial.
While many consumers favor online shopping for virtually all of their
needs, young consumers are particularly drawn to purchasing
cosmetics from brick-and-mortar locations. As such, the newest retail
spaces are catering to these consumers with dynamic and inviting
spaces that better suit the way they like to shop, socialize, create
content and engage with their favorite brands.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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In-Store Video Game Livestreams
Hollister Hosted a Twitch Livestream for a Video Game Launch
To kick off the launch of Crash Team Racing Nitro-Fueled (also known
as CTR), teen fashion brand Hollister created an in-store video game
livestream event from its Los Cerritos store location in California. For
the event, Hollister invited two Twitch streamers to play CTR in-store,
giving people the chance to watch in-store or tune in online via Twitch
for all of the action. For the event, an in-store gaming lounge was set
up to offer a comfortable viewing and gaming experience.
Hollister also invited influencers to support the video game launch
with friendly gaming competitions. Additionally, for those who
couldn't make it to the one-day-only event, Hollister is offering
downloads of CTR online, as well as through 100 of its stores in the
United States.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Digital Display Shelving
STRATACACHE's Next-Gen Visual Marketing Supports Interactive Shopping
At GlobalShop 2019, STRATACACHE is introducing its newest
marketing technology, including digital display shelving solutions that
support an interactive shopping experience. The digital displays can be
integrated into standard fixtures to instantly modernize sections of a
store, all the while providing an experience that's centered on
personalization and engagement.
The touchscreen shelving solution gives consumers the chance to look
up recipes on the spot, perform mobile coupon checks, discover new
products in a dynamic way and even tap into loyalty programs.
STRATACACHE also notes that the "return on digital investment can be
increased by monetizing screen content with high-value, prioritized
brand placement and dynamic advertising content based on user
preferences."
At the upcoming event, STRATACACHE will also be introducing new
marketing technology with all-in-one touchscreen tablets and guided
shopping experiences.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Phone-Powered Retail Platforms
Outdoor Voices is Exploring the Future of Retail with NewStore
NewStore is the first of its kind to offer its omnichannel platform as a
service, allowing for retailers to explore the future of retail and run
their stores on iPhone. The purpose-built solution for mobile shoppers
has been embraced by activewear brand Outdoor Voices, offering an
experience for consumers that fills the gap between online and instore shopping.
At nine locations, Outdoor Voices now offers a streamlined, iOSpowered shopping experience, as store associates are equipped with
a variety of tools for executing mobile checkouts, inventory
management and more.
The platform makes the most of RFID technology and NewStore apps
for real-time inventory management, as well as customized shopper
profiles and even convenient fulfillment options like buy online pickup
in-store and ship from store solutions.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Omnichannel-Friendly Personalized Shopping
Klothed Boasts a Rich Shopping Experience for Consumers
Klothed provides seamless access to rich shopping experiences for
consumers through efficient and easy-to-use omnichannel-friendly
frameworks. With the advancement of the digital age, it is clear that
brick-and-mortar retailers need to adopt a hybridized model for their
business. Klothed is a company that offers one such solution, which
seamlessly connects and elevates the dynamic between the customer
and the sales associate.
Integrated into a mobile application, the rich shopping experience
starts with a photo of the customer's face. The app then prompts
users to choose a body type and skin tone to match. One can visualize
different styles and combinations of clothing, without ever having to
try something on. In addition, the platform provides smart data that
ties to what the customer has tried on previously and where their
style is skewed toward.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Augmented Reality Catwalks
ASOS' 'Virtual Catwalk' Presents Products on Augmented Reality Models
Earlier this spring, ASOS began experimenting with showing
augmented reality models and now the online fashion retailer has
updated its app with an AR catwalk feature. The 'Virtual Catwalk'
experience gives consumers an effortless way to view products in real
life. To make the most of this new in-app feature, ASOS application
users are able to point their smartphone camera at a flat surface and
launch the AR button—and by doing so, a realistic augmented reality
model will appear before their eyes to model the selected product.
ASOS' Virtual Catwalk was developed with London-based augmented
reality firm HoloMe and will be available for over 100 new ASOS
Design products, helping to redefine the mobile shopping experience.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Sustainable Vintage Jeans
Ani Wells Launches her Guilt-Free Shopping Platform 'Simply Suzette'
Ani Wells, a Toronto-based entrepreneur, recently launched 'Simply
Suzette' -- an online boutique for sustainable and vintage denim. The
company is dedicated to reducing consumers' environmental impact
including water consumption, pollution, and toxic chemicals.
The brand focuses on giving users a guilt-free shopping experience,
where they can buy revamped jeans that are both sustainable and
ethically made. The denim is created in ethical factories that recycle or
reuse unused textiles. The washing processes using enzyme washing
that saves 90% of the water used.
Simply Suzette creates one-of-a-kind jeans for women that are altered
to stay up to date with current fashion. The website includes a sizechart to allow shoppers to correctly order their denim. Brands
featured include Vintage Levis, Toko Nikomu, Triarchy, DL1961, B
DENIM, and FIDELITY DENIM.
Image Credits: Simply Suzette
By: Grace Mahas
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Inventory-Free Retail Spaces
Nordstrom Local Provides a Luxe Lounge Experience to Shoppers
Nordstrom Local recently expanded its storefronts in LA, and even
opened up two stores in New York, offering shoppers a unique
experience that allows them to try on clothing and pick up their orders
while enjoying the high-end lounge spaces.
What makes the Nordstrom Local storefronts so unique is that they
don't actually carry any inventory, rather, shoppers come there after
curating the clothing they want online, and then come to try the
different pieces on, have them fitted, and leave with their orders.

To suit different consumer needs and preferences, Nordstrom designs
each location to reflect the interests of the clientele who go there,
with a focus on customer service that makes the shopping experience
more enjoyable and efficient.
By: Riley von Niessen
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Immersive Megabrand Hubs
VF Corporation's London Headquarters Feature a Digital Innovation Studio
VF Corporation, the company behind Timberland, Dickies, Vans, The
North Face and other familiar labels has opened an immersive retail
hub in the heart of Soho, London. Housed inside a building built in the
1920s, the renovated space is brought to life by architecture firm
Darling Studio.
The multi-faceted space is home to brand experience stations that
highlight new product offerings along with a product showcase area. It
also features a digital innovation and design studio along with offices
and even a stunning rooftop garden.
Aiming to "strengthen relationships with trade partners, as well as add
fuel to its growth in the UK," VF Corporation elevates its retail
experience with a multi-brand space that lets visitors shop while also
learning about the megabrand's values, innovation plans, production
process and more.
Image Credit: Drapers Online
By: Jana Pijak
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Social Product Discovery Platforms
The 'Staash' Platform Lets Users Save Items They Discover
The 'Staash' platform is a social product discovery solution that will
enable users to keep a collection of their favorite items and find new
ones in a streamlined manner. The platform works by letting users
save items they like from any website they visit and having everything
neatly organized for them to take a look at later. This helps to
streamline the process of finding items you like later on, while also
enabling the purchase to be as seamless as possible when making
decisions about what to purchase.
The 'Staash' platform speaks to the increasing need for more tracking
capabilities for eCommerce as consumers continue to shift more
towards shopping digitally. The platform can also be used for
discovering new items from other users for an enhanced social
shopping experience.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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AI-Powered Fashion Pop-Ups
Westfield's Shopping Concept Showcases Only Top-Selling Items
This summer, London's Westfield shopping center will be testing out a
unique shopping concept that promises to attract online shoppers to
its physical location. For just a few days in July, 'The Trending Store'
will be stocked with the top 100 pieces of men's and women's clothing
and accessories online as determined by an artificial intelligence
system.
The items that will be available for sale at the pop-up shop powered
by machine learning will be entirely decided by data. The unique
shopping experience offers all the convenience of the online shopping
experience and the comforting experience of being able to interact
with others while browsing items in a store.
Westfield's shopping concept will not only set a precedent for the
future of fashion retail but also raise money for its charity partner,
Save the Children.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Exclusive Streetwear Hotlines
Fall Risk's Debut Collection Can Only Be Purchased By Phone
Brands are creating entire experiences based around exclusive
streetwear and dropping limited collections with little notice to fans,
making some of the most popular styles harder and harder to come
by. For the release of its debut fashion collection, New York-based
streetwear label Fall Risk created a digital showroom for its new
products but consumers will have to go out of their way to get their
hands on the items—as they can only be purchased by calling a
hotline.
Rather than being able to quickly and easily place an online order,
consumers must place a call to order the Fall Risk streetwear pieces
that they wish to purchase. While this may seem inconvenient, it
immediately invites shoppers to connect with the designer himself,
John Targon, who was previously employed by Marc Jacobs, Celine
and Burberry.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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App Payment-Only Grocery Stores
This Sainsbury’s Store Features a Till-Free Experience
The increased demand for convenient retail solutions is seeing new
initiatives being spearheaded by brand of all kinds, which is what's at
work with the latest Sainsbury’s store that is completely free of tills.
The trial grocery store experience is located in Holborn, London and
utilizes the SmartShop Scan, Pay & Go technology in order to let
shoppers avoid checking out. The design of the store has been
reworked with no checkout areas, which allows staff to restock
shelves and provide customers with more personalized assistance.

The new Sainsbury’s store was discussed by Group Chief Digital Officer
Clodagh Moriarty who said, "We know our customers value their time
and many want to shop as quickly as possible – technology is key to
that. This is an experiment rather than a new format for us – it hasn’t
been done in the UK before and we’re really excited to understand
how our customers respond to the app experience. We’ll be with our
customers and colleagues all the way over the coming months,
iterating [continued online]
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Interactive Fragrance Displays
Macy's is Introducing a Dynamic In-Store Experience with Fragrance
This spring, Macy's will be launching an in-store experience with
fragrance that will invite consumers to discover the perfect product
for their needs and preferences based on a high level of
personalization. The Macy’s fragrance experience was created in
collaboration with Perch Interactive and is centered around physically
interacting with products.
Like many fragrance experiences, this one begins by asking consumers
a few basic questions and tailors recommendations to their interests.
As if they were shopping online, people will also be able to see ratings,
reviews and other important details about a scent.
While many people used to search for their perfect signature scent,
this experience with fragrance supports the concept of "fragrance
wardrobing," allowing people to use scent like clothing as a means of
self-expression that's tailored to one's mood.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Contemporary Hotel Gift Shops
Arlo Hotels Works with Fancy to Create a Unique Shopping Experience
Arlo Hotels works in collaboration with Fancy, a global merchandise
curator -- the duo join forces to create a contemporary hotel gift shop.
The retail experience offers both online and in-hotel shopping from
thousands of artisans representing the globe. Guests can explore the
online retail space of products that stem from over 190 countries,
supporting multiple languages -- the services provide 33 languages to
ensure that every guest receives the most memorable experience.
The in-hotel shops are permanent spaces, which also offer beverages,
food, and merchandise around the clock. The products include
ceramics, jewelry, stationery, electronics, art, and more. Notably,
guests will be able to purchase the hotel's "Deep Woods" scented
home candles and spray that the hotel is recognized for. Arlo Hotels
states that they "strive to direct our guests to the unexpected, and
believe that Fancy's roster of bespoke products will captivate our
youthfully-minded audience."
By: Amy Duong
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Supermarket Visual Search Tools
Slyce Launched a Mobile List-Building Solution for Shoppers
No matter how organized a brick-and-mortar store is, it can be a
challenge to locate items with the same level as ease as offered by
online platforms, many of which offer various filters and visual search
tools for finding specific products. At the 2019 Shoptalk retail
conference in Las Vegas, Slyce will be debuting a visual search solution
for grocery retailers that simplifies the at-home and in-store
experience for shoppers.
Slyce's visual search solution includes a batch capture mode that
allows consumers to compile lists by scanning barcodes and product
labels, or taking photos of fruits and vegetables. As well as offering an
easy way for consumers to put together their shopping lists at home,
this retail solution is also capable of offering a simplified Scan and Go
self-checkout experience.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Gen Z Cosmetic Shops
MAC Cosmetics' Experience Center Blurs Physical & Digital Realms
After six months of researching the way that Gen Z consumers in
China are likely to purchase makeup, MAC Cosmetics introduced an
interactive Experience Center that bridges the gap between online
and offline experiences. Upon entering the MAC store in Shanghai,
China, visitors are invited to scan their phone to check into MAC’s
WeChat mini-program, which offers a personalized greeting and goes
on to become the touchpoint for the shopper's in-store experience.
Consumers are able to discover dozens of makeup shades in a matter
of seconds with a virtual makeup mirror and discover their exact
foundation shade with an infrared touchscreen. Shoppers can also
browse palettes created by influencers or generate their own 3Dprinted palette—for convenience, the payment and pickup of one's
customized product are coordinated through the WeChat miniprogram.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Fragrant In-Suite Amenities
Domio's Toiletries Boast the Brand's Comforting, Custom-Created Scent
Domio sets itself apart by offering "apart-hotels" that are like a cross
between an apartment, a hotel and a fully shoppable retail setting—
and as a disruptive vacation rental company, Domio offers in-suite
amenities that are just as unique as its approach to hospitality.
With the opening of the new Baronne St., New Orleans location in
March, Domio will be introducing a variety of products that allow
guests to take a piece of their experience home with them. As some of
one's most treasured memories are inextricably linked with scent,
Domio offers a signature scent that can be experienced with the use
of items like its branded candles and bar soap. The comforting
fragrance is said to boast notes of black tea, bodega flowers,
chocolate and spices.
Soon, these Domio’s toiletries will be available for purchase online
and in-room.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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VHS-Inspired Retro Streetwear
The Soulland Spring/Summer 2019 Capsule Highlights a Nostalgic Theme
The latest Soulland Spring/Summer 2019 collection is designed with
inspiration drawn from one of the co-founder's most notable
childhood experiences. Jason Kampp Berliner's father owned a VHA
rental store and he designs the new seasonal capsule with that theme
in mind. He references the cinematic concept that embodied his
childhood upbringing by adorning the streetwear staples with a series
of slogans that recall some retro movies.
The films referenced come from an eclectic background, spotlighting
lines from action comedies, erotic cinema, and sci-fi films. Some of the
silhouettes include denim jackets, coach jackets, tracksuits, tees, and
more. A standout piece in the range is the bright pink tracksuit. The
entire Soulland Spring/Summer 2019 capsule is now available to shop
online.
By: Amy Duong
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Interactive Home Electronics Boutiques
Yorkdale's Dyson Demo Store Encourages Product Interaction
The Dyson Demo Store opened its doors last year inside Toronto's
Yorkdale shopping center and encourages product interaction with a
series of educational displays and product testing stations. Known for
its premium range of next-generation vacuum cleaners, humidifiers
and most recently, its Dyson Supersonic hairdryer, the brand appeals
to both lovers of luxury and function with products that are well
made, aesthetically pleasing and worth investing in.
Yorkdale's Dyson Demo Store spotlights how the brand's different
products work to "solve real problems" and is described as "a place
that brings to life the science and engineering at the heart of each
machine."
Those looking to experience the new Dyson Supersonic hairdryer can
book a session with an in-store stylist who will show them all that's
innovative about the product whereas those looking to test a vacuum
or another device can simply reserve an info session appointment spot
online.
By: Jana Pijak
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Discount-Notifying Shopping Apps
Pick n Pay's Mobile Community is Centered Around Price Specials
South African grocery chain Pick n Pay's mobile app is designed for
making shopping experiences run more seamlessly, ensuring that
customers are aware of the best possible deals. It is an online
community through mobile mediums, updating users on the latest
discounts of their interests. To activate the app is a simple process -- it
starts with scanning the users' smart shopper card to access personal
options.
This includes customized discounts, shopping lists, special recipes, and
overall profile information. Customers can also load up their personal
smart shopper card with new discounts and use the barcode scanning
system to add things to their personal shopping list. Users are also
given the option to transfer their smart shopper points to cash,
airtime, or other options as well.
By: Amy Duong
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Shoppable Image Creation Platforms
'Shopables' Lets Users Accelerate Their Retail Capabilities
eCommerce relies on crisp imagery and an intuitive user experience to
make the process as seamless as possible for shoppers, so the
'Shopables' platform is positioned as a solution to accelerate this
capability.
The interface works by letting users infuse images with shopping
sliders to help shoppers take a peek at an item without having to
search endlessly across the site. Users can place multiple tags on items
and even track the performance of each one to see how they are
measuring up compared to traditional avenues.
The 'Shopables' platform makes it simple for users to track views clicks
and even the click through rate, which makes it an effective
eCommerce solution for companies to accelerate their online selling
power.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Self-Service Checkout Tags
Mediamarktsaturn Lets Customers Add to Their Basket by Tapping NFC Tags
MediaMarktSaturn, one of the largest consumer electronics retailers
in Europe, is trying a mobile self-service checkout that lets consumers
tap NFC tags and add products to their shopping basket—for an instore experience that's comparable to online shopping.
With digital price tags equipped with NFC tags, MediaMarktSaturn is
making it possible for consumers to pick up and pay for more than
100,000 products with ease, and only need to have any product
security tags deactivated before they leave the store.

Although some fashion and electronics retailers, in particular, tend to
be wary about offering self-checkout services, MediaMarktSaturn
notes that "Over the past 12 months alone, the European retail sector
has suffered losses estimated at €34bn (including €6.7bn in Germany)
because customers couldn’t face the long wait at the checkout."
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Tech-Informed Sports Concept Stores
Nike Live is Tested in LA, with Plans for a Tokyo Expansion
Global brand Nike plans to disrupt retail through a series of sports
concept stores that harness the power of technology to elevate
consumer experience. The first Nike Live was launched in Los Angeles
earlier this year. Its location was determined based on "data sourced
from local customers' online shopping habits, and those using Nike
Plus apps."
With this sports concept store, consumers can reserve items online
and try them in-store, enjoy a 'Curb Service' — the equivalent of a
drive-thru but for sports goods, as well as engage with some
interactive features like a vending machine with free items.
Nike is planning on rolling out its digitally enhanced sports concept
stores globally. Currently, the brand's Tokyo team is scoping out
suitable locations for a Nike Live shop that is set to open in Spring of
2019 — just ahead of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Exclusive Virtual Shops
Fred Segal, Mastercard & Refinery29 Reinvented Online Holiday Shopping
To simplify the task of online holiday shopping and introduce
consumers to an innovative virtual experience, Mastercard, Next
Retail Concepts, Microsoft and Fred Segal teamed up to create a nextgen concept for Refinery29's 29Rooms in Los Angeles. While the
experiential event is launching in LA, shoppers are able to virtually
explore the physical Fred Segal as if they were there in person. As the
experience exists online, the limits of brick-and-mortar shopping are
pushed, as users are able to browse the curated items in the store by
search terms and categories.

Naturally, shoppers are able to securely and seamlessly pay for the
desired items, which are exclusively available online. As an added
incentive, those who pay with their Mastercard can sign up for a onetime loyalty reward by spending $200 or more on the collection.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Bespoke Leather Backpacks
This Custom Backpack is Crafted By Vietnamese Artisans Using Your Ideas
The world of custom-designed accessories has a disruptive new
entrant in the form of Jacques Silbert, a company that allows you to
design your own custom backpack online before having it crafted for
you by master leather workers in Vietnam.
The Vietnamese city of Hoi An is home to some of the world's most
gifted leather artisans, but it's understandable that a flight to
Southeast Asia isn't most people's first option when they need to go
backpack-shopping. This is where Jacques Silbert comes in. The service
doesn't just offer a product that scores through the roof on style,
sturdiness, comfort and bespoke appeal, but it also offers a wonderful
customer experience that transcends the enjoyment of the final
product.
It all starts with an online design tool that allows you to envision your
backpack by letting you choose between a dozen different [continued
online]

By: Rahul Kalvapalle
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Internet-Inspired Apparel Shops
The Next-Gen 'GU Style Studio' Blurs Online & Offline Experiences
The 'GU Style Studio' recently opened in Tokyo, Japan's fashionable
Harajuku district, promising consumers "a next-generation shop that
connects online and offline."
While brick-and-mortar stores give consumers the benefit of being
able to feel and try on products in real life, online stores allow for fast
browsing and purchasing. The GU Style Studio combines the best of
both kinds of retail experiences and gives consumers the opportunity
to see products virtually modeled on avatars via in-store displays. At
the GU Style Creator Stand, store visitors are able to create their
unique avatar by taking a photo of themselves, then using the QR
codes for individual items with the GU Style Creator App to see the
styles come to life on the digital model in their likeness.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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AR Fashion Flagships
The Chanel Paris Store Supports Personalized Shopping Experiences with AR
The newly opened Chanel Paris store, a flagship location in the French
capital city, is now a destination for cutting-edge retail experiences
centered around personalization thanks to the integration of
augmented reality technology.
Earlier this year, Chanel announced a partnership with Farfetch to
develop online and in-store clienteling tools. As part of this vision,
'Augmented Retail' will leverage digital resources and data to prioritize
customization and an elevated shopping experience with the luxury
brand. These efforts will also be supported by the launch of a
dedicated Chanel app.
The Chanel Paris store itself is designed to create exclusive
experiences for guests, as the top two floors are set aside for VIP
customers who may want to enjoy a private meal or take a shower.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Seamless Shopping Sneaker Stores
The New Nike Flagship Store Combines Convenience with Experience
Physical retail stores can often feel like an inconvenient nightmare but
the new Nike flagship store aims to make the experience as
convenient as shopping online. Constructed in a six-floor, 68,000square-foot space, the new Nike flagship store is sure to attract plenty
of tourists and fanatics of the shoe and apparel brand. The massive
store will also give showcase to two customization studios, one-onone shoe consultation, and the display-focused sneaker center.
While the Nike flagship store does serve as an amazing exhibition
experience, those more focused on convenience can take advantage
of the store's 'Speed Shop.' Located in the store's basement, the
'Speed Shop' experience lets buyers reserve shoes online, try them on
in-store, and checkout using their mobile device. The whole process
can be completed in minutes and is meant to make real-life shopping
more seamless.
Image Credit: Nike

By: Justin Lam
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App-Only Collaboration Hats
The Levi's x Disney Collaboration Features a Snapchat-Exclusive Style
In celebration of Mickey Mouse's 90th birthday this year, a special
Levi's x Disney Mickey Mouse collaboration was launched with
everything from denim jeans and trucker jackets to t-shirts and
sweaters. The pieces from the limited-edition collaboration can be
found online and in-store, yet there is a Levi’s x Mickey Mouse hat
that can only be purchased through Snapchat.
At the Levi’s store in Walt Disney World’s Disney Springs, shoppers are
given the chance to purchase the limited-edition Levi’s x Mickey
Mouse hat through Snapchat using a special Snapcode. On the app, a
try-on experience is activated with an augmented reality lens, with the
option for social media app users to purchase the exclusive hat in-app.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Influencer-Friendly Beauty Stores
Morphe Brushes' First UK Location Includes a Vlogger Studio
Morphe Brushes has become one of the biggest makeup brands in the
United States thanks to its affordable products and of-the-moment
color palettes, as well as its work with beauty influencers on
YouTube—and now, the makeup brush brand is opening its first-ever
beauty store in the UK.
At the new store in London, fans of the brand will be able to find
Morphe's makeup collaboration with influencer Jaclyn Hill, as well as a
beauty vlogger studio.

As many kinds of retail stores—beauty shops included—are adopting
new formats to better compete with online sales channels, brick-andmortar stores are being reintroduced to consumers as experience
hubs that offer more than just a place to pick up desired products.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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High-End Holiday Pop-Up Shops
Goop GIFT Offers 12 Curated Lists of Luxe Holiday Products
The new Goop GIFT is a new collection of pop-up shops that are
designed to help customers find the perfect gift for anyone on their
shopping list. Products in the shop will be organized into the brand's
12 categories established on the Goop website, including The
Traveler, The Host, and The Lover. Unlike the online experience,
buying items at Goop GIFT will come with special touches like luxe gift
wrapping, intricate calligraphy, and other types of unique
personalization.
The Goop GIFT pop-ups will also feature two distinct categories,
including One-Step Aheader, which offers items focused on the
newest trend, and the One and Only, which will include incredibly luxe
items that are one-of-a-kind. Goop will also be partnering with Google
for these pop-ups by curating a selection of Google products in the
brick-and-mortar stores.
By: Justin Lam
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Skate Bowl Department Stores
Selfridges' New Streetwear Department Has a Free Indoor Skate Bowl
Selfridges recently launched a new designer streetwear department at
its London flagship location and with it, the only free wooden indoor
skate bowl in the UK.
The high-end department store included The Designer Street Room on
its menswear floor, although Selfridges has made it clear that the
space is gender-neutral and female shoppers are welcome to explore
the fashion for men. The indoor skate bowl is fully enclosed yet
provides a great view that overlooks the Oxford and Duke streets.

By introducing this new street style-focused department and an
accompanying indoor skate bowl, Selfridges is aiming to improve
consumer experiences and boost foot traffic. Many high street
retailers across the UK are being forced to shutter their doors or
innovate and adapt in order to better compete with online rivals.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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iii. Clustered Lists
Additional related examples for exploration
Clustered lists are collections of specific related examples, making them perfect for finding further inspiration on
the topic we’ve explored in your report. Our team and software has created tens of thousands of clusters, which
you can track and filter at: TrendHunter.com/dashboard-tool
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12 Search Engine Features
From Search Engine Redesigns to Original Content Search Engines
Search engine features have quickly become an integral part of the way we interact with information. As a result, they are continuously being upgraded and optimized, in
order to provide users with more relevant information at a faster pace. Recently, Yahoo! went through a rebranding process, with notable changes being made to the
logo.
By: Daniel Johnson

Sitcom-Celebrating Search Engine
Perks

Search Engine Redesigns

Decision-Making Search Campaigns

Internal Data Search Platforms

Yahoo! Partnered with Pentagram to Redesign
Its Logo and Brand Identity

Coca-Cola's The Search of a Lifetime Helps
with Decision Fatigue

The 'Biome' Search Platform Quickly Locates
Essential Documents

Education-Based Search Engine
Features

Podcast-Finding Search Engine
Functions

Original Content Search Engines

Search Engine Adoption Campaigns

Google Has Expanded Its College Searching
Function

Google Unveils Its Playable Podcasts Search
Capabilities

Google Searches Algorithms Will Now
Highlight Original Reporting

Güd's 'Rescue Dogz' Takes Advantage of
Commonly Misspelled Breeds

Google Celebrates Friends' 25th with
Character Easter Eggs
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12 Search Engine Features
Continued 9 to 12

Search Engine Share Functions
A Google Share Button is Currently Being
Tested

SCORE

POPULARITY

8.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Domain-Based Search Engine
Updates
The New Google Search Update Limits Same
Site Results

Search Engine Tennis Games

Readability Search Engine Updates

Google Has Added an 8-Bit Wimbledon Game
into the Search Bar

The Google News Tab is Being Redesinged
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10 Mobile Wellness Apps
From Bespoke Meditation Apps to AI Fitness Chatbots
Wellness apps can offer users the potential to better themselves in an easily accessible format. Many different wellness apps are being developed that are geared toward
creating a service to help people, while also offering the convenience of mobile and on-demand accessibility. One notable wellness app is named Balance, and it offers a
customized meditation service to its users.
By: Daniel Johnson

Professional Workplace Wellness
Apps
'DeskGuru' Encourages Employee Mindfulness
and More

Music-Based Meditation
Subscriptions
'Wave' Fuses Standard Meditation Practices
with Technology
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8.8
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Fitness-Focused Wellness Apps

Digital Character Health Apps

Competitive Habit-Tracking Apps

The 'SocioFit' App Connects Users Together to
Share Experiences

The 'Eddii' Virtual Health App Brings Data to
Life

The 'Summit' App Encourages Users to Lead
Their Ideal Lifestyle

Personalized Health Care Apps

Relaxed Breathing Training Apps

AI Fitness Chatbots

The b.well App is Designed to Adapt to the
Digital Landscape

The 'Unwind' App Encourages Continuous
Relaxation Through the Day

Butterfly Coach's Digital Trainer Tailors
Routines to Individual Users

10 FEATURED, 88 EXAMPLES
45,290 Total Clicks
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10 Mobile Wellness Apps
Continued 9 to 10

Soothing Sleep-Improving Apps

Bespoke Meditation Apps

The Calm App Specializes in Aiding Sleep and
Meditation Processes

Elevate Labs Has Created a Customized
Meditation App Named Balance
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10 Virtual Try-On Experiences
From Physics-Based Try-On Mirrors to AR Eyewear Try-Ons
Depending on your personality, the environment, and the context, try-on experiences in brick-and-mortar stores, or when you are thinking of taking a risk and buying
something online, can prove to be quite stressful. However, in the digital age, various technologies enter the market and they seek to transform the retail space and bring
it into the future. One focal point for entrepreneurs in this business is the try-on experience.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva

Physics-Based Try-On Mirrors

Mobile App-Fueled Retail Spaces

AR Diamond Ring Try-Ons

Virtual Beauty Concierges

FXMirror Measures Pressure to Offer a
Realistic Fitting Simulation

Nike's House of Innovation 000 is Completely
Run by Smartphones

Helzberg Diamonds is Introducing a Next-Gen
Diamond-Buying Experience

Target Launched a 'Target Beauty Studio'
Powered by YouCam

AR-Powered Virtual Fitting Rooms

Online Fitting Rooms

Fashion Try-On Websites

AR Shoe Try-On Apps

Suning is Presenting AI & Smart Retail
Solutions at CES 2019

Otero Menswear's Site Offers a Virtual Try-On
Experience Powered by Perfitly

MySize Created 'Modelista' to Show Off Its
Mobile Measurement Technology

Wannaby's 'Wanna Kicks' Puts Sneakers on
Feet with Augmented Reality
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10 FEATURED, 72 EXAMPLES
117,481 Total Clicks
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10 Virtual Try-On Experiences
Continued 9 to 10

AR Eyewear Try-Ons

Avatar-Based Try-On Technology

Warby Parker's AR App Helps Shoppers
Virtually Try on Glasses

ViuBox Lets Shoppers Try Garments on
Personalized 3D Models
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117,481 Total Clicks
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35 Futuristic Retail Innovations
From Interactive Purchasing Robots to Mobile Retail Alternatives
The retail and purchasing experience has changed massively over the years, giving Generation X the opportunity to customize and individualize any shopping experience
with retail innovations that are simplifying and gamifying something as simple as buying a t-shirt.
By: Madison Mackay

Cosmetic Cafe Pop-Ups

Futuristic Beauty Showrooms

Futuristic Fashion Store Makeovers

Party-Inspired Retail Spaces

Glossier at Rhea’s Cafe Offers a Place to Shop,
Socialize and Eat

The Mußler Beauty by Notino Concept Caters
to the Consumer of Tomorrow

Zara is Combining Online and Offline Retail in
Its Stores

Bangkok's What-The-Forest Club Engages
Shoppers with AR Tech

Reimagined Retail Spaces

Physical eCommerce Store Pop-Ups

In-Store AR Clothing Apps

Alternative Mobile Retail Methods

Retail Design Collective Transform Loft into
Hub for Community Engagement

eCommerce Store Brandless is Opening a
Brick-and-Mortar Pop-Up

Zara's AR App is Available for a Limited Time

Solebox Sells an Nike Air Max Silhouette from
a Matching Van
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POPULARITY

7.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

35 FEATURED, 321 EXAMPLES
614,949 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/379401
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35 Futuristic Retail Innovations
Continued 9 to 16

High-Tech Beauty Shops

Personal Fragrance Pop-Ups

Magical Wizard-Inspired Stores

The L.O.V Voice Activated Beauty Shop Has a
POS Smart Assistant

Diptyque Launched Its First-Ever Pop-Up with
a Focus on Fragrance

Toronto's Curiosa Society Sells Harry PotterThemed Products

Supportive Multi-Brand Shops

Re-Usable T-shirt Packaging

Ambient Modern Retail Spaces

Upcycled Fashion Waste Furniture

'50m' is an Experimental Concept Store
Showcasing Emerging Designers

10 Pt's T-Shirt Tubes Double as a Tape
Measure

Francesc Rifé Studio's Design is Linear &
Boasts Traditional Material

Pentatonic Recycles Fashion Waste into
Patchworked Furnishings

SCORE

POPULARITY

7.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Clean Beauty eCommerce
Expansions
Follian is Opening Brick-and-Mortar Locations
in America

35 FEATURED, 321 EXAMPLES
614,949 Total Clicks
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35 Futuristic Retail Innovations
Continued 17 to 24

E-Commerce Consultation Stores

Shopping Assistant Drones

Drive-Up Department Stores

Multifunctional Retail Hotels

The Shopify Store Will Offer Gurus to Help
Small Businesses Grow

Walmart Signed a Patent for In-store Assistant
Drones

Target is Adding a Drive-Up Service to
Hundreds of Retail Locations

Suppose Design Office's Hotel Koé is Inspired
by a Modern Teahouse

On-Demand Pickup Services

High-End Cannabis Retail Expansions

Immersive Home Design Showrooms

Cafe-Based Cosmetic Pop-Ups

Postmates Pickup Allows Greater Convenience
for Buyers and Sellers

Madmen is Expanding Its Stores to New York
City

Avenue Road Has Opened a Unique Location in
Vancouver

Glossier and Rhea's are Partnering for This
Unique Retail Experience
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614,949 Total Clicks
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35 Futuristic Retail Innovations
Continued 25 to 32

Active AR Retail Apps

P2P Clothing Store Openings

In-Store Facial Treatments

Diversified Airport Retail Programs

Outdoor Voices' AR App Encouraged
Consumers to Get Outside at SXSW

Depop's L.A-based Store is the Brand's First
Brick-and-Mortar Effort

Sephora Now Offers the PERK Hydrating Facial
in Its Stores

LaunchPad is Helping Small Businesses Set Up
Shop in Airports

Department Store Checkout Apps

Last Mile Delivery Options

Phygital Beauty Shops

In-Restaurant Wine Shops

Macy's Mobile Checkout Lets Clothing
Shoppers Skip the Line

The Jiffy Service Ensures Timely Delivery

'The New Age BuY Paris Duty Free' Concept
Integrates Digital Platforms

The Vita Uva Wine Shop is Situated Inside the
Pho Bac Súp Shop
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7.9
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35 FEATURED, 321 EXAMPLES
614,949 Total Clicks
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35 Futuristic Retail Innovations
Continued 33 to 35

Interactive Retail Robots
The 'PadBot P3' Greets Customers and
Provides Specialized Offers

SCORE

POPULARITY

7.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Appointment-Based Fashion
Boutiques
Ssense's Shop Has Consumers Book Next-Day
Try-On Appointments

Multi-Value Reward Programs
The AAA Membership Provides Emergency
Assistance & Shopping Perks

35 FEATURED, 321 EXAMPLES
614,949 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/379401
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